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REQUIREMENTS FOR TMR



REQUIREMENTS FOR TMR
(CONTINUED)



TRIANGLE BNI STEPS

Before we can ask Chapters to make moves towards relaunching traditional
meetings, there are things we have to accomplish on our end first. This
ensures we are prepared to support chapters as they shift their meeting styles.



TRIANGLE BNI STEPS
(CONTINUED)



 
 TMR OPTIONS
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TRIANGLE
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Steve Hand

I know people are eager to return to traditional meetings. The
decision to do so must be made carefully, after evaluating all of
the options. I've made 3 videos about this that can be found on
the Triangle BNI® website, but in the next few pages I'll go over
the logistics as well as the pros and cons of each of the 4
options. 

®

The most important thing is, no matter which option your
Chapter wants to go with, the decision must be 100%
unanimous and made anonymously.



OPTION 1: 100% REMOTE

We've been doing this for a year now. We're all pros at
this point, and a lot of good has come of it.

PROS:

We're all in this
together, and
there is no rush to
return to
traditional
meetings.

In 2019, we generated $12.9 mil in
closed business.

In 2020, we generated $24.3 mil in
closed business.

There's a bit of data floating around that says 26% of
BNI members haven't met each other in person. Rates
of attrition are down as well!

Visitors can come from
anywhere
Tradespeople don't have
to leave their jobsite
Breakout rooms offer
options to smaller
groups and post-meeting
discussions
No need to factor a
commute into your
schedule
No adjustment needed -
we've been doing this
for over a year

CONS:
Technology has to be
working 100% of the
time
Missing out on the
human element



OPTION 2: 100% IN-
PERSON
With this & any in-person option, all State & CDC
guidelines MUST be followed.

PROS:

Have you ever
tried talking to
someone across a
tennis court when
you're both
wearing masks?

1 foot to the wall, 6 feet between people
20-25 people = regulation tennis court
Everyone signs a waiver
Everyone must wear masks
Everyone has their own clipboard & pen
Hand sanitizer
No food/drink brought in
President completes Weekly Checklist

Less reliant on
technology

CONS:
CDC guidelines are
incredibly restrictive
and MUST be
followed strictly
Back to factoring a
commute into your
schedule
If anyone in your
group doesn't want to
do this, you won't be
able to



OPTION 3: HYBRID 1
Some members meet in person while the rest join in
via Zoom. In-person members must still follow CDC
guidelines. This could get tricky... PROS:

“Compromise is a
stalling between
two fools.” 
 ―  Stephen Fry 

Technology - Cameras, mics, everything
needs to be high-qualilty and working
perfectly
Everyone has to commit. If you're an in-
person member, you have to be in
person for every meeting
Most people still don't know how to use
the mute button
People at home tend to be excluded -
the speaker speaks to those present
All state & CDC in-person guidelines
must be followed for those in person

It might feel like
everyone gets more
individual freedom

CONS:
Technology gets
much more
complicated
People at home tend
to get excluded
Might lead to an "us
vs them" mentality
which breaks groups
down
Requires a firm
commitment from
everyone with no
flexibility
Those meeting in
person still have to
follow CDC guidelines



OPTION 4: HYBRID 2
3 weeks remotely via Zoom, 1 week in-person (in
accordance with state & CDC guidelines)

PROS:

BNI® still hasn't
signed off on this
option as of April
2021

In-person needs to be the same week
every month
In 5 week months, if your meeting day
happens on the 5th week, you shouldn't
meet - it will make attendance tracking
tricky
Venue expenses are a consideration

This is a better option
of the 2 hybrids
Makes scheduling
around the in-person
meeting easier since
the change is only
once a month

CONS:
5 week months can
throw things off
Venue expenses
CDC guidelines must
still be followed for
the in-person week



UNANIMITY & ANONYMITY
Whatever decision you make needs to be 100%
unanimous and anonymous

We are all in this
together! Stay safe,
stay supportive,
and stay
successful!

Every decision impacts every member
If you've been meeting on Tuesday
mornings and you want to change to
Wednesdays, people have built their
lives around Tuesday mornings and
can't just change on a dime
If 1 person can't change, nobody can
To avoid acrimony and bullying, it needs
to be anonymous

ONLINE FORM
VOTE:

Present all 4 options
to the group
Triangle BNI sends all
members an
anonymous online
form 
All members complete
anonymous form
When Triangle BNI
receives chapter-size
results, a
questionnaire will be
sent out to verify that
everyone voted
Within a week, results
will be sent to the
Chapter





4 OPTIONS
100% remote only
100% in-person only
Hybrid 1: remote / in-person
Hybrid 2: 3 weeks remote, 1
week in-person

TRADITIONAL MEETING RELAUNCH (TMR)
ROAD MAP
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As we discuss the options to move forward, it is vital that we look at each option
carefully and keep open communication with our teams. 

We know that restricting in-person Chapter meetings may cause some Members to
feel that their ability to receive referrals is limited. However, we know with data that,
even during a global economic downturn, BNI online is highly productive for Members.
We have actually seen increased retention rates, and generated almost double
business closed in 2020 vs 2019. We know that Chapters can efficiently and effectively
Launch, Fill, and Retain via BNI online.

As you navigate this important decision, we would ask that you are especially sensitive
to situations where some Members in a particular Chapter that is restarting in-person
meetings aren’t comfortable doing so. Energetic and compassionate care for these
Members in particular will serve their interests as well as yours, and it will demonstrate
the best of BNI’s Core Values. 

When in doubt on any issue, we would respectfully ask that you simply pause and put 
 it on ice. If you don't have 100% consensus, you must continue what we've been
doing since March 2020. This is a complex situation and you want to have every bit of
data, training, and guidance at your disposal to assist you in supporting Member
success while also ensuring Member safety. We are all in this together and there is no
rush to return to traditional meetings.

BNI Chapter Leadership Team:



Leadership team & RD go

over 4 options and prepare

presentation for team
Present
4 Options to Team

Conduct a team meeting

and discuss the proposed

options 1-4. Explain voting

process (anonymous, 100%

unanimity required)

Webinar / Zoom
with Regional
Director

Regional Director sends

anonymous survey to team.

100% response rate, 100%

unanimous.

Anonymous
Survey
Conducted

If not 100% for any
option, keep

meeting remotely
until next survey

conducted

TMR Signage

6 feet between people &

1 foot from the wall

Make sure they can

accommodate: All members sign
Hold Harmless Form

Contact
Venue

Once you have
100% consensus,
move to the next

steps

Zoom Training
30 minutes for President

& Visitor Host

Assign COVID

Compliance Officer

Get written
approval from
Regional Director

Get supplies from
Regional Director
TMR Signage if needed



WORKING WITH THE VENUE PRIOR TO
STARTING IN-PERSON MEETINGS



NETWORKING GROUPS & MEETINGS
Prevent the spread of COVID-19

HYBRID 1: 
ONE PERSON 
DEDICATED 

TO ASSISTING 
THOSE MEETING 

FROM HOME

THE ENTIRE 
EVENT





(Continued)
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4 OPTIONS
100% remote only
100% in-person only
Hybrid 1: remote / in-person
Hybrid 2: 3 weeks remote, 1
week in-person

 
 TRADITIONAL

MEETING RELAUNCH
SIGNAGE 
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®

These signs that communicate meeting risks and safety precautions are to be printed
and displayed at the BNI Chapter Meeting’s Registration Table to be seen by every
attendee of the meeting during the Traditional Meeting Relaunch environment.

Without these signs properly displayed and readable by every attendee to the meeting,
the chapter will be asked to resume Zoom only Chapter Meetings. In BNI, safety is our
number one priority to all our members and their guests. We have set and will maintain
the “Gold Standard” in safety and care for all involved.

Remember that each Chapter member has been asked to abide by and help enforce
the requirements that are outlined in the TMR Manual to continue to hold in-person
meetings. This TMR will remain in effect while the State, country and world remains in
the global pandemic.

We are in this together. Let us provide an environment that is as healthy and safe as
possible.

Thank you for your help.

BNI Chapter Leadership Team:














